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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our object is to study the behavior as t --) co of the bounded solutions of 
each of the equations 
44 + jm gw - I)) d&y =f(t) (! = g ) - w < t < w) @a) 
x(t) + j?w - 5)) dA(6) =f(t) (- w <t < w) cEb) -cc 
J‘ m x(t - 5) dA(5) =f(t) (- w <t < w) (EC) --m 
as well as of other more general equations. Here g(x) is a prescribed function 
from the complex plane (C) into itself, A(t) andf(t) are prescribed functions 
from the line (R = (- co, co)) into C, and x(t) is the unknown function 
(from R into C). The hypothesis will usually include the conditions 
HlW g E C(C) 
K(A): A E NBV(- co, co) 
Hdf 1: fEL”(- w, w), limf(t) = f(m) exists, t+m 
where customary notations are employed. (For example, NBV(- co, co) 
denotes the class of normalized functions of bounded variation on (- w, co); 
see Section 2 for terminology and notation.) The case in which A(t) satisfies 
H,(A) and is absolutely continuous, so that 
A(t) = jI, 46) dt, 4) EW- w, a>, (1-l) 
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is of particular importance. The other extreme, in which A(t) reduces to a 
step function, is not excluded. 
There are common and distinctive features in the analysis of each of the 
equations. A common one is the crucial importance of 
r’(t) + jm g(y(t - 5)) wo =-f(a) (- co <t < 00) @a*) 
-cc 
r(t) + jydY(t - 0) WC3 =f(a> (- co <t < co) cEb*) 
s 
m y(t - 5) dA(f) =f(m) (- 02 -=c t -=c a), (EC*) -a3 
which we refer to as the limit equations for (EB), (ED), and (EC), respectively. 
The basic idea is to describe the behavior (as t --f co) of the bounded solutions 
of (Ea), (Eb), and (E,) in terms of certain solutions of (Ea*), (ED*), and (EC*) 
respectively. Various aspects of this idea, usually in special cases and under 
more restrictive assumptions than the present ones, are well known. 
Many generalizations are possible. For example, vector rather than scalar 
equations may be considered. Higher order derivatives may appear. In both 
scalar and vector cases the following changes may be made: f(t) may be 
replaced by the sum of a periodic function and one tending to zero, g(x) by 
g(x, t, 6) with periodicity in t for each fixed (x, [), and A([) by A(t, 5) with 
periodicity in t for each 5. These and other generalizations are considered in 
the later sections of the paper. The scalar cases of (Ea), (Eb), (EC) are some- 
what simpler to treat and may be studied more deeply than the various 
generalizations. Therefore, we consider these first and afterwards need 
mainly treat the new aspects of the generalizations. 
It should be noted that whenever the measure induced by A(t) is con- 
centrated at the origin, results on (E,) (and its later generalizations) reduce to 
statements about the bounded solutions of ordinary differential equations on 
(- co, co). Theorems concerning the bounded solutions of ordinary dif- 
ferential equations on [0, m) are, in the same way, special cases of those on 
the Volterra Equation (1.2) below (and its later generalizations). 
The Volterra equations 
x’(t) + j: &(t - 0) W5) = f(t) (0 < t< 00) (1.2) 
x(t) + j:gw - 0) W5) =f(t> (0< t< m) (1.3) 
s t x(t - 5) d-w) =f(t> (0 < t< m>, (1.4) 0 
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where the domain of A(t),f(t), and x(t) is [0, cc), are of special interest. (In 
(1.2), (1.3), (1.4), and throughout the paper we adopt the convention that 
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whenever (or < cya .) Our minimum hypothesis for these equations will 
usually be H,(g) and 
H,(A) : A E NBV[O, co) 
Wf 1: f ELrn(O, m), I,$f@) =f((=)* 
The analog of (1.1) is, of course, 
44 = jt 45) d5, u(t) E Ll(0, co). U-5) 
0 
Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 of Section 2 give specific elementary formulas for 
converting (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) under assumptions H,(g), H,(A), and H,(f) 
into equations of the form (Es), (E b , and (E,) which satisfy H,(A), H,(f), and, ) 
of course, H,(g). Thus, the results stated in Section 2 for (E& (Et,), and (EC) 
apply directly to (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4), respectively. The limit equations for 
(1.2), (1.3), (1.4), respectively, are 
Y’W + jr dY@ - EN d-w) = f (a) (- 00 <t < a3) (1.6) 
~(4 + jr E(Y(~ - 0) W5) = f (co) (- co <t < co) (1.7) 
s m r(t - 4 d.40 = f (00) (- co <t < co). (1.8) 0 
It is essential to observe that the domain of y(t) in (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8) 
is (- co, ok) even though that of x(t) in (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) is [0, co). In 
this connection it may be noted that if H,(g), H,(A), and HI(f) are satisfied, 
then (1.6), (1.7), and (1 .S) are, respectively, the limit equations for 
x'(t) + j;,&ft - 0) d4-3 =fW (- 03 <t < co) (1.9) 
x(t) +jr &(t - 0) d4-f) = f(t) (- co <t < co) (1.10) 
r m 4 - 0 d45) = f(t) (- 60 <t < co), (1.11) ‘0 
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as well as for (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4). It is evident, if one extends the domain of 
A in (1.9), (l.lO), and (1.11) by setting A(t) E 0 for - co < t < 0, that 
these equations are special cases of (E,), (Et,), and (EC). 
The equations 
W + 1; gW - 5)) W5) = f(t) (0 < t < co) (1.12) 
w + j+(t - 0) wf) = f(t) (0 < t < a), (1.13) 
where 0 < L < 00, are often called differential-delay equations. In (1.12), 
a finite delay equation, an initial function is prescribed on [- L, 0] and in 
(1.13), an infinite delay equation, an initial function is prescribed on (- co, 01. 
In both cases a solution is a function agreeing with the initial function on the 
appropriate interval and satisfying the equation a.e. on [0, co). In both cases g 
satisfies H,(g) and f satisfies H,(f). In (1.12) A(t) E NBV[O,L], and in (1.13) 
A(t) satisfies H,(A). It is quite elementary (see, e.g., [25]) to show that these 
equations may be regarded as special cases of (1.2). Therefore, by the pre- 
ceding discussion, they may be regarded as special cases of (E,). The simple 
formulas given in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, which convert (1.12) and (1.13) 
directly into special cases of (E ) a and preserve the appropriate hypotheses, 
show that the results for (E,) apply to these equations. Their limit equations 
are, respectively, 
r’(t) + /;kw - 4)) wi9 = f (a) (- 00 < t < co) (1.14) 
and (1.6). 
In studying the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.2), (1.3), (1.12), 
and (1.13) it is frequently the case that the analysis consists of two rather 
disjoint parts. In the first part, existence and boundedness (or unboundedness) 
of the solution(s) is established. In the second, more refined asymptotic 
information is sought. It often happens that the Volterra nature of these 
equations is crucial for the first part of the analysis and irrelevant to the 
second. Indeed, as already noted, the limit equations for these equations are 
not of Volterra type. 
Although we are not concerned here with global existence and boundedness, 
there are many such studies. They depend intrinsically on the special nature 
of the equation being investigated. For example, the simplest approach 
(when applicable) is to employ a contraction mapping argument. For g(x) 
satisfying a one-sided boundedness condition, results for (1.2) are obtained 
in Levin [25]. In [lo] Halanay considers this question for differential-delay 
equations. 
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In this paper, we generally take the existence and boundedness of the 
solution(s) of the equation being studied as a hypothesis. Part of the motiva- 
tion for doing this is given by the preceding discussion of Volterra equations, 
but there is also another reason. Namely, given the boundedness of a solution, 
the search for more detailed asymptotic properties is often a tauberian prob- 
lem. The case of (E,), with (I. 1) satisfied, is in fact the classic one of Wiener’s 
tauberian theory. It will be seen that the analysis of (E,) and (Eb) will often 
have much in common with that of (E,), even in the general case of nonlinear 
g(x). (Note, we do not assume all solutions are bounded,) 
A tauberian aspect of the study of (E,) may be illustrated by a special case 
of one of our results. Let a(t) 6L1( - co, CO) and define the Fourier transform 
e-%z(() dt (-co<h<co). (1.15) 
Suppose 
l?(h) = - i/\ for real h if and only if h = /\,, . (1.16) 
Then a theorem of Beurling (see Section 8) enables one to show that the 
only bounded solutions of 
y’(t) + Irn ~(t - 5) 45) dt = 0 (- 00 <t < 00) (1.17) 
--m 
which have uniformly continuous first derivatives on (- CO, co) are the 
constant multiples of eiAot. Suppose f(t) satisfies Hi(f) with f(co) = 0, so 
that (1.17) is the limit equation for 
4 - t) 40 dt =f(t> (- co < t < 00). (1.18) 
Suppose further that x(t) eLm(- CO, CO) is locally absolutely continuous 
on (- co, co) and satisfies (1.18) a.e. Then it follows from Theorem 3a that 
x(t) = c(t) eiAot (- co <t < co), (1.19) 
where 
(1.20) 
It is a simple matter to show that the result of the preceding paragraph is 
best possible. Thus, suppose u(t) EG(- co, a) and c(t) EL~(- co, co) are 
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any functions which satisfy (1.16) and (1.20), respectively, and define x(t) 
by (1.19). Then from 
= ih,c(t) eiAot + c’(t) eiAot + jy, c(t - 5) ein”ct-r)u(f) df 
= .e% t 
s 
m [c(t - () - c(t)] epi”O’a(f) dt + c’(t) eAot 
=fW, -* 
where the last equality is a definition a.e., it is evident that x(t) satisfies an 
equation of the form (1.18), with f satisfying HI(f) and f (m) = 0. 
From (1.19), (1.20) one sees that the following suggestive language may 
be used. On longer and longer (as t + co) contiguous intervals a bounded 
solution x(t) of (1.18) stays closer and closer to constant multiples of eiAot, 
which are the bounded solutions of the limit Eq. (1.17). Theorems la, lb, 
and lc, which apply to (E,), (Et,), and (E,), respectively, show that this sort 
of behavior is quite general and, in fact, occurs in nonlinear equations. These 
theorems are related to but more precise than those derived from an analysis 
of the positive limit set 
Sz = {X* ] lim x(&J = x* for some t, -+ co as n + co}. 
n-m 
(1.21) 
In the latter type of analysis one typically shows that for each x* E Q there 
exists some solution y(t) (with y(0) = x*) of a limit equation which is ap- 
proached on compact intervals by a sequence of translates of x(t). This is less 
precise than (1.19), (1.20) h h w ic make explicit the slowly varying change of 
x(t) from one solution to another of (1.17). Of course, arguments involving 
translations are also crucial to the present theorems. There is some overlap 
here with the work of Hale [l l] on equations related to (1.12) and (1.13) (but 
of autonomous type) and of Miller on (1.3) in [30] and on (1.12) in [29]. 
Consider the example (1.18) again. Although the conclusion (1.20) is 
sharp for hypothesis Hr( f ), it is natural to ask when information more precise 
than (1.20) can be given. In Theorem 5a we give conditions that imply, in 
the special case of (1.18), that 
c(a) = F-2 c(t) exists. 
Analogs of Theorems 3a and 5a for Eqs. (Et,) and (E,) are also proved. 
Certain special cases of (EB) and (Et,) are of considerable importance in 
. . 
applications, e.g., to reactor theory and control theory in the case of (E,), 
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and to renewal theory in the case of (I$,). In Theorems 6b, 7a, ga and gb 
especially, we study these equations under hypotheses natural to the applica- 
tions. 
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The following terminology and notation will be employed; unless otherwise 
specified I denotes an arbitrary interval. 
NBV(I) = {A(t) 1 A(t) of bounded variation on 1 = [ti , ta], 
(- CO < t, < t, < oo), left-continuous on (tr , t,], with 
A(t,) = O}. 
V(A, I) = / 1 U(t)1 = total variation of A on I 
I 
JqA a> = V(A, (- 00, al) 
L”(I) = {f(t) /f(t) is Lebesgue measurable on 1, 
ilfllm = esstp If(t)1 -c a> 
Lr(1) = 1 f(t) 1 f(t) is Lebesgue measurable on 1, 
llfll~ = !I If(t)I dt < ~1 
g(I) = {x(t) I x(t) is Bore1 measurable on 1) 
cum = w I x(t) is uniformly continuous on I} 
q&k(I) = {x(t) 1 x(k)(t) is uniformly continuous on I> 
LAG(1) = {x(t) 1 x(t) is absolutely continuous on every 
compact subinterval of I} 
a(A) = lrn e-int dA(t), 
--m 
y/\> = Jrn eciA %z( t) dt (-co<<h<co) 
-03 
S,(A) = {A 1 A(A) = - ih, - co < h < a} 
S,(A)={hlf@)=-l,-W<<h<co} 
S,(A) = {A 1 A(A) = 0, - 03 < h < co} 
f*A(x) = f= f(x - t) dA(t), 
--m 
f * a(x) = ~~mf(x - t) u(t) dt (-co<<x<m). 
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Theorem la describes the behavior as t -+ co of the bounded solutions of 
(Ea) in terms of certain solutions of (Ea*). Theorems lb and lc do the same 
thing for (Eb), (Eb*) and (E,), (EC*), respectively. 
In order to state Theorems la, lb, and lc it is convenient to define the 
notion of a “$-sequence” of real valued C” functions. Such a sequence 
is associated with a partitioning of R into longer and longer (as t + co) 
contiguous intervals. 
DEFINITION. If {tm} is an increasing sequence of real numbers which satisfy 
limm+m(tm - t& = co, then by a “+sequel2ce” associated with {tnz} we mean 
a sequence of real-valued functions {&(t)}, &(t) E P(- CO, oo), such that 
for m = 2, 3,... . 
There is some redundancy in (2.2) in that either half together with (2.1) 
and (2.3) implies the other. The essential point of (2.2) is that the grn are 
varying slower and slower as m -+ co. For convenience, the partitioning has 
been done over (- co, 00). It would be sufficient to work over [T, co) and 
then write representations like (2.8) below on T < t < 00. 
The hypotheses on the prescribed functions in Theorems la, lb, and lc are 
H,(g), H,(A), and H,(f) introduced in Section 1. Basic to the proofs of these 
theorems are the lemmas of Section 3 which are not in themselves concerned 
with integral equations. 
THEOREM la. Let H,(g), H,(A) and HI(f) hold and let 
x(t) E LAC(- co, co) n L”(- 00, co) 
satkfy (E,) a.e. on (- co, a). Define 
r, = {y(t) I y E GY- 00, a>, Ily II- < II x IL ,Y SatisJies F,*) 012 (-- ~0, ~11. 
(2.4) 
4Q9/37/1-4 
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Then there exist ym(t) E r, (m = 1, 2,...) and sequences {tm}, {tmj of veal 
numbers with t, < t, < ... and 
such that 
f,_2~t~im+z I x(t) - h@)i < cwp sup (m == 3, 4,...), (2.6) 
ess sup i x’(t) -Ym’tt>l < 57~ (m = 3, 4,...). (2.7) 
&-I< 6 t,+1 
Moreover, there exists a $-sequence {$J~} associated with {tm} such that 





We observe that when f~ C( - co, co), (E,) holds for all t so that 
77 E Cl(- co, KJ) and (2.10) simply says lim,,, T’(t) = 0. 
THEOREM lb. Let H,(g), H,(A), and HI(f) hold and let 
x(t)Eg(- co,oo)nL”(- CO,CO) 
satisfy (Eb) on (- 00, a) as well as the tauberian condition 




rb = {y(t) IY E Cd- ~0, a), lly IL <II 4L ,y(t>saWes(J%*) on(- ma)). 
(2.11) 
Then there exist ym(t) E r, (m = 1, 2,...), sequences {tm}, (~3 of real numbers, 
and a #-sequence (&,Jt)} associated with (tnz} which satisfr (2.3, (2.6), (2.8), and 
(2.9). 
It may be remarked that (2.7) and (2.10) do not hold here unless the 
assumptions on A and f are considerably strengthened. 
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THEOREM lc. In Theorem lb (Eb) may be replaced by (E,) if also (Et,*) 
and I’, are replaced by (EC*) and 
r. = {y(t) I y E G(-- ~0, a), IIy IL < II 41, ,r(t)satisf;es (EC*) oa (-- co, 00)) 
(2.12) 
respectively. 
Theorem lc is a special case of Theorem lb. For let the hypotheses of 
Theorem lc be satisfied and define 
H(t) = 0 (- co < t < O), qq = 1 (0 < t < co), 
A”(t) = A(t) - H(t) (- co < t < co). 
(2.13) 
Then, obviously, x(t) satisfies 
w + j”, x(t - t> da<0 =f(t) (- 00 <t < co), 
and the remaining hypotheses of Theorem lb are satisfied. 
The following example shows that (T) is a necessary condition for Theo- 
rem lc. In view of the transformation (2.13) this example implies the necessity 
of (T) for Theorem lb as well. 
Define 
A(t) = jl, e--Cc+-’ df, x(t) = sin(et) (- co < t < c0), (2.14) 
so that 
s m x(t - 5) dA(f) = (et + e--t)-1 (- co < t < co) -cc 
and 
A(h) = r(l + ih) # 0 (-co<<h<co) 
(cf. Widder [42, p. 1861). Th en known results of harmonic analysis (see 
Proposition 8.1) imply that r, = (0). Thus x(t) = q(t) + 0 (t + co) of (2.9) 
is incompatible with x(t) = sin(et). Of course, sin(et) does not satisfy (T). 
It is easy to find simple conditions which guarantee that a bounded solution 
of (Et,) satisfies (T). Thus, if A(t) is absolutely continuous, 
x(t) = - jm g(+)) A’@ - 5) dt +f(t> (--<t<co), -03 
and then (T) follows from HI(f) and the uniform continuity on (- co, a3) 
of the above integral. 
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A useful generalization of this remark for the linear case of equation (Eb) 
is given in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. I. Let HI(f) hold and let A(t) = A,(t) + A,(t), where A,(t) 
is absolutely continuous on (- m, co) and A,(t) E NBV(- co, a~), with 
V(A, , co) < 1. If x(t) E 8( - 03, co) n L”( - co, co) satisfies 
x(t - 5) dA(f) = f (t) (- co < t < co), (2.15) 
then x(t) also satisfies (T). 
Lemma 2.1 is proved by Karlin in [17, p. 2441; see also Smith [39]. For 
completeness, we include a proof in Section 5. 
The example (2.14) together with (2.13) shows that V(A, , co) < 1 is in a 
sense sharp, since in that example A = A, + A, with A, absolutely continu- 
ous and V(A, , co) = 1, while x(t) = sin(et) satisfies 
x(t) + 5 *A(t) = (et + e-t)-1 
but not (7’). Notice that V(A, , co) < 1 guarantees S,(A) is compact, since 
by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 
liK+kf ] A(h) + 1 I 3 1 - V(A, , co) > 0. 
For a more complete discussion of these matters, see [S and 431. 
Occasionally the notion of an a.e. solution of (Et,) arises. It is simply that of 
a function .x(t) E g(- cc, co) which satisfies (Eb) a.e. with respect to 
Lebesgue measure. Here one requires a suitable substitute for (7’); however, 
a result analogous to Theorem 1 b still holds. A rather complete discussion of 
this point is given in Section 6. 
Theorem 2a is a converse of Theorem la and shows that the latter is in a 
sense best possible. (Note from (2.6) that (2.17) below is satisfied by the 
yJt> of Theorem la.) 
THEOREM 2a. Let H,(g) and H,(A) hold and let {tm} satisfy 
lim(t, - tmml) = 00. 
m+m 
Let {&(t)} be a #-sequence associated with {tm} and let {ym(t)> be a sequence 
satisfying 
Ym E CuY- 00, a>, ll~mllm GM< 03 
rm’(t> + Jrn AY& - 0) d-w = a 
(m = 1, 2,...) 
(- 00 <t < co), 
-cc (2.16) 
where M and 01 are prescribed constants. Suppose further that 
Mom t,_l~f~t,+e I YmW - Ym+&N = 0. lim{ sup 
Define 
Then 
X(t) = f tw)Y&> (- co <t < co). 
VW1 
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(2.17) 
Similarly, the following converse of Theorem lb is valid. 
THEOREM 2b. In Theorem 2a, (2.16) may be replaced by 
ym E G(- ao, 00)s ll~mllm <M-c a~ 
YmW + jm g(y& - 5)) d45) = 01 (- co <t < 00) 
-co 





By the remarks following Theorem lc, it is clear that an analogous “Theo- 
rem 2c” holds and is a special case of Theorem 2b. We omit the explicit 
statement. 
The proofs of Theorems 2a and 2b are elementary, and are sketched in 
Section 7. 
The next set of theorems concerns (E,) and the linear cases of (EB) and 
(Eb): 
w + jya 4 - 0 d&3 = f(t) (2.22) 
44 + j”“, x(t - 6) dA(t) = f (t) (- co < t < co) (2.23) 
I m x(t - 0 Wt) = f (t). (2.24) -co 
Besided linearity, we also impose conditions on the Fourier transform A, 
which are stated in terms of S,(A), &,(A), S,(A) (see the notation introduced 
at the start of this section). 
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THEOREM 3a. Let H,(A) and HI(f) hold and let 
x(t) E LAC(- CO, CO) n Lm(- a, ~0) 
satisfy (2.22) f2.e. on (- co, co). 
(i) If S,(A) is empty, then 
44 = B + 71(t) (- 00 < t < co), 
where q(t) satisjes 
lim{ess sup 1 7j’(~)I} = 0. 
t-m I<T<rn 
(2.25) 
(ii) Ifs,(A) = (h, ,..., A,} and A, # 0 (1 < k < n), then 
x(t) = B + i ck(t) einht + v(t) (- CO < t < CO), 
k=l 
(2.26) 
where v(t) satisfies (2.25), and 
ck(t) E I?(- CO, ~0) n Lm(- CO, CO) (1 < h d 4, (2.27) 
Fit cr’(t) = 0 (1 < K < ?z). (2.28) 
(iii) If S,(A) = {A, ,..., A,}, where some A, = 0, then f (co) = 0 and 
x(t) = i ck(t) pkt + rl(t) (- 00 <t < co), (2.29) 
k=l 
where (2.25) holds and the ck(t) satisfy (2.27), (2.28). 
Assertions (2.27), (2.28) may be interpreted as saying that the coefficients 
ck(t) in (2.26) behave asymptotically, on longer and longer intervals, like 
constants (e.g., c(t) = 01 + j3 sin(log(1 + G))). 
If the cJt> are bounded away from 0 at + co, i.e., 
lim+inf 1 ck(t)l > 0, (2.30) 
then it follows from (2.27) and (2.28) that 
(2.31) 
uniformly for s in bounded intervals. Positive functions satisfying (2.31) 
are termed “slowly varying” in the sense of Karamata, and occur in many 
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contexts; see e.g. [6, p. 2681. Th us we can say that the coefficients in (2.29) 
have slowly varying moduli 1 ck(t)l , if (2.30) is satisfied. 
In the proof (Section 9) the following explicit bounds on the cx(t) are 
obtained: 
(- co < t < co) 
(2.32) 
in cases (ii) and (iii), respectively. 
Theorem 3a is best possible in the following sense: Let A(t) E NBV( - cc, cc) 
satisfy a(A,) = - ih, (1 < K < n), a(O) + 0, and define x(t) by (2.26), 
where q(t) and the ck(t) satisfy (2.25), (2.27), (2.28) and rJ(t) EL~(- 00, co). 
Thenf(t) d fi d e ne a.e. by (2.22) satisfies Hi(f). (This is shown by a simple 
calculation, already indicated, for a special case, in Section 1.) 
Notice that S,(A) is always finite in the important case when A(t) has the 
form (1.1) with 
u(5) = 2 aie~s9p(0 < 5 -=c co; Re& > 0), a(6) = 0 (- 00 < 5 < 0). 
3.4 
This choice of A(t) applies, in particular, to the linear case g(x) = x of the 
Volterra Eq. (1.2). 
In order to avoid having to distinguish the cases 0 $ S,(A), 0 E S,(A) in 
what follows, we shall combine statements like (2.26) and (2.29) by writing 
only (2.26), understanding by this that f(cc) = 0 follows from the other 
hypotheses when 0 E S,(A), and that f(cc)/A(co) is to be interpreted as 0 
in that case. 
The theorem analogous to Theorem 3a for Eq. (2.23) is 
THEOREM 3b. Let H,(A) and HI(f) hold and let 
x(t) E L&3(- co, CO) n Lm(- 00, CO) 
he a solution of(2.23) on (- CO, CO) which satisfies (T). 
(i) If S,(A) = g, then 
(2.33) 
(ii) If S,(A) = (A, ,..., A,}, then 
x(t) = (- al <t < co), (2.34) 
where lim t+m q(t) = 0 and the ck(t) satisfy (2.27), (2.28). 
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In accord with the convention concerning case distinctions mentioned 
after Theorem 3a, (2.34) is to be interpreted as stated if 0 6 ,!!$(A); if 0 E S,(A), 
so that A(co) = A(O) = - 1, thenf( co) = 0 is one of the assertions of the 
theorem, andf(o())(l + A(a)) is to be interpreted as 0. 
Part (i) of Theorem 3b is well known and included here only for complete- 
ness. For ,4(t) absolutely continuous it was already implicit in Paley-Wiener 
[34, p. 631, and Pitt [35, p. 5111 h as shown how to deduce the general form 
of (i) from the absolutely continuous case. 
The reader should recall the discussion of (T) following Theorem lb; 
in particular, Lemma 2.1 (7’) is automatically satisfied whenever the singular 
component of A(t) has total variation less than 1. 
It is possible to obtain weaker results without employing (T). Thus if the 
conditions of Theorem 3b are satisfied, except for (T), one can easily show 
that 
satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 3b (up to a multiplicative constant) for all 
4 cLr(- 00, co). In Theorem 6b this procedure is used. 
We deduce Theorem 3b from the equivalent 
THEOREM 3c. Let II,(A) and HI(f) hold and let 
x(t) E i22( - CO, CO) n L”( - CO, 00) 
be a so&ion of (2.24) on (- co, co) which satisfies (7’). 
(i) If S,(A) = fl, then 
lim x(t) = J&. 
t-m 
(2.35) 
(ii) If S,(A) = {A, ,..., A,}, then (2.26) holds with lim,,, q(t) = 0 and the 
ck(t) satisfying (2.27), (2.28). 
Of course, (i) is just Pitt’s form of Wiener’s tauberian theorem when A(t) 
is absolutely continuous; for general A(t), cf. Pitt [35]. Part (ii) may be 
regarded as a natural generalization of this classical result to convolution 
transforms (EC) having a(A) = 0 for finitely many X E R. (For another way of 
generalizing the statement of Wiener’s theorem, see Theorem 5c below.) 
Theorem 3c is easily seen to be best possible in the same sense as Theorem 3a. 
The conclusions of Theorems 3a, 3b and 3c are obviously much more 
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explicit than those of Theorems la, lb, lc. This is true because the linearity 
of the limit equations 
r’(t) + Irn YP - 0 da3 =f(a> (2.22*) -co 
r(t) + Srn Ye - 5) d&Y =f(a> (- co <t < co) (2.23*) -52 
s m r(t - 0 d4E) =f(m) 
(2.24*) 
--m 
allows application of some powerful results of harmonic analysis (due in 
essence to Beurling). These lead to a complete characterization of the bounded 
solutions of (2.22*), (2.23*), (2.24*) under mild conditions on the distribu- 
tion functions A(t). We have for instance the following description of the 
bounded solutions of (2.22*): 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Lety(t)~ C,l(- co, co) nL”(- co, co)satiSfy(2.22*). 
(i) If S,(A) = @, then y(t) =f(co)/A(co). 
(ii) If S,(A) = {A, ,..., A,}, then 
y(t) = s + i ykeiAkt 
k=l 
(yk EC). 
The proof of Theorem 3a follows easily from Proposition 2.1 together 
with Theorem la. Analogous characterizations of the bounded solutions of 
(2.23*) and (2.24*) are used to prove Theorems 3b and 3c. 
A detailed discussion of the results from harmonic analysis that we use is 
given in Section 8. Naturally, the arguments depend heavily on the linearity 
and translation invariance of Eqs. (2.22*)-(2.24*), as well as on the concepts 
of narrow convergence, spectrum, and spectral synthesis formulated by 
Beurling in [l, 21. 
The next theorem extends Theorem 3a to countable spectral sets S,(A), 
and is proved by using a suitable generalization of Proposition 2.1. 
THEOREM 4a. Let II,(A), with S,(A) = {A,}:?‘=, , and III(f) hold and let 
x(t) E LAC(- co, co) n L”( - co, co) satisfy (2.22) a.e. on (- co, a). 
Then the set r, (see (2.4)) of solutions to the limit Eq. (2.22*) consists of 
unayormly almost periodic (u.a.p.) functions whose Fourier exponents [3, p. 501 
come from {A,}. Thus, the conclusions of Theorem la hold with r, so churucter- 
ixed. Further 
x(t) = $f& + i ck(t) eihat + q(t) 
k=l 
(- 03 < t < CO), (2.37) 
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where 7(t) satisfies (2.25); ck(t) E C’“(- a, co); for each t E (-- CD, ‘m), 
C,?(T) E 0 on ~ m < T < t for all but finitely many k; and 
lim f c,‘(t)l” = 0. 
hr ,;=I 
(2.39) 
It is evident from the definition that S,(A) is closed and that 
I A, I < JqA, a) (k = 1, 2,...). 
In Section 8 it is shown that S,(A) countable is necessary for every element 
of r, to be u.a.p. 
The analogous extension of Theorem 3c is 
THEOREM 4c. Let H,(A), with S,(A) = {h,}~=‘=, , and HI(f) hold and Zet 
x(t) E .%Y(- m, co) n L”(- co, co) be a so&ion of(2.24) on (- ‘x), a) which 
satiesJes (T). 
Then each y(t) E r, is a u.a.p. solution of (2.24*). Also, (2.37) holds with 
lim,,, q(t) = 0, and the ck(t) satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 4a. 
Similarly, Theorem 3b can be extended to the case of countable S,(A). 
We omit the explicit statement. 
Since S,(A) need not be bounded, the following corollary covers some 
interesting special cases of Theorem 4c. It is a consequence of (2.37)-(2.39). 
COROLLARY 4c. Assume that the conclusions of Theorem 4c hold and that 
If 0 $ S,(A), then the mean value 
1 t 
lim - 
t-+n t s ” 
X(T) dr = $$ 
exists. Whether 0 E S,(A) or not, 
$+5 f 1” X(T) e-jAT dr = 0 (A # Al, , h # 0). 
0 
(2.41) 
Of course, it is easy to see from Theorems 3a, 3b and 3c that the functions 
x(t) satisfying the conditions of those theorems also satisfy (2.41) and (2.42) 
(with the modification for Theorem 3b that the right side of (2.41) is to be 
replaced byf(m)l(l + A(m))). 
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Assertions (2.41) and (2.42) suggest that the solutions x(t) of the equations 
being studied here are “almost periodic” in some asymptotic sense. In fact if 
the ck(t) also satisfy 
exists (1 d h < 4, (2.43) 
then x(t) is asymptotically almost periodic in the sense of FrCchet [7]. Condi- 
tions implying (2.43) are given in Theorems 5a, 5b, 5c below. 
For each positive integer n define: 
I 
co 
%(A, 4: A(t) E NBV(- 00, co) and --m I t In I dA(t)l < * 
s 
co 
f&(f, 4: f(t) satis$es f&(f) and t-l [f(t) -f(ca)l dt < 00. 
0 
THEOREM 5a. Let A(t) satisfy &(A, n) and 
&(A) = 64 9...> 42, (2.44) 
m, = - 
s 
m 
epiAktt dA(t) # - 1 (h = l,..., n), (2.45) 
--m 
and let f (t) satisfy H3(f, n). Let x(t) E LAC( - 00, co) n L”( - 00, co) satisfy 
(2.22) a.e. on (- 00, co). 
Then 
x(t) = -$(f$ + i ykeiAKt + T(t) (- co < t < to), (2.46) 
k=l 
where the yk are constants and q(t) satis$es (2.25). 
In the case of the Volterra equation 
x’(t) + j: x(t - f) dA(t) =f (t) (0 < t -=z cfJ>, (2.47) 
the conclusion (2.46) remains valid on [0, co), see Lemma 2.2 below, and the 
yk can be given explicitly. (See Section 1 for the notation H,(A), H,(f) used 
below.) 
COROLLARY 5a. Let A(t) satisfy H,(A) and 




m ,+t dA(t) = - ix if and only if x = Al )..., x, , (2.49) 
0 
m, = - 
s 
m 
e-““ltt dA(t) # - 1 (h = l,..., n), (2.50) 
0 
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and let f(t) satisfy Hz(f) and 
.c 
a, 
tn-’ If(t) -.f(m); dt < cc. (2.51) 
0 
Let x(t) E LAC[O, co) n L”(0, co) satisjy (2.47) u.e. on [0, co). 
Then (2.46) hoZds on [0, 03) with T(t) satisfying (2.25) and the yk given by 
1 
Yk = 1 + mK i 
x(0) + ‘9 + 1,” eeiAk”[f(t) -f(m)] dt! (1 <k <n). 
(2.52) 
In Theorem 5a and its corollary, as well as in the statements below, the 
convention regarding formulas like (2.46) and (2.52), when some h, = 0, 
is continued. That is, if 0 E {Ptl ,..., X,}, thenf( m) = 0 follows from the other 
hypotheses, and one reads f( co)/A( co) and f( co)/ihk as 0. 
Corollary 5a is easily shown to be best possible when n = 1 by considering 
x’(f) + m(O =f(t) (0 < t < a>, (2.53) 
which can be solved explicitly and is the special case of (2.47) in which 
A(O) = 0 and A(t) = ~11 (t > 0). 
In Ref. [12], Hannsgen considers (2.47) under the assumptions: 
4) = St 46) dt, 
0 
u(t) ELl(O, co) is real, nonnegative, nonincreasing, convex, 0 < u(O) < co; 
andf(t) = c, a real constant. He proves that these hypotheses imply bound- 
edness and that either: (1) a(h) # - i/\ (- co < h < co), in which case 
or, (2) a(h) = - iA for X = f h, , where h, E (0, CO), in which case 
2x(O) v+c [m - 3 cos h t - JZ sin h t ’ 1 3h, l I = A(co)’ (2.54) 
(Hannsgen also considers a $ L1(O, co).) 
To see the relation between (2.54) and Corollary 5a, assume Hannsgen’s 
conditions (2) and, further, (2.48) (with n = 2) and (2.49) (with h, E (0, co) 
and h, = - h,) are satisfied. Then m1 = m2 = 2, as is shown in [12, Lem- 
ma 51, and (2.25), (2.46), and (2.52) reduce to (2.54). 
Except for existence and boundeness, the following result is essentially a 
special case of Corollary 5a. It is closely related to work of Hale [l 11, 
Hannsgen [13], Levin and Nohel [26], and Miller [29]. 
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COROLLARY 5% Let H,(f) and sr t If(t) -f(co)j dt < 0~) hold, and let 
w(t) e C[- L, 0] be given. 
Then there exists a unique function x(t) E C[- L, co) n LAC[O, co) which 
satisfies 
x'(t) + ; j:, (L - t + 6) ~(6) dt =f(t> 
a.e. on [0, oo), and x(t) = w(t) on [-L, 01. Further, 
x(t) = $.g + 01 cos kt + /3 sin kt + q(t) (0 < t < a), 
where q(t) satisfies (2.25) and a = p = 0 unless kL/2rr is an integer (in which 
case explicit formulas for 01, /3 can be derived from (2.52)). 
To see the force of Corollary 53, as well as to illustrate Theorems 2a and 3a, 
we consider the equation of Corollary 5% under the assumptions that kL/2n 
is an integer and H,(f) holds with f (t) real-valued. If x(t) is a bounded solution 
of the equation, Theorem 3a implies only that 
x(t) = 2f(a) K2L + a(t) cos kt + p(t) sin kt + T(t) (0 < t < a)), 
where a(t), /3(t) satisfy (2.27), (2.28) and T(t) satisfies (2.25). However, this 
permits 
52 = ((x*, y*) / !+& x(tJ = x*, i+i x’(tJ = y* for some t, + cc} 
to be an elliptical annulus (whereas if f also satisfied the hypothesis of Corol- 
lary 52, Q would be an ellipse and, in fact, x(t) would clearly have an asymp- 
totic phase). To see this let I+, , Igm., tm (m = 1, 2,...) satisfy 
Then the functions 
ym(t) = w + am cos k(t + log tm) + /3m sin k(t + log t,) 
satisfy the limit equation 
y’(t) +; f-,(L - t + I)~(t)dt =f(a) (- m < t < co) 
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and (2.17), which is the hypothesis of Theorem 2a. Hence, by that theorem, 
if we define x(t) by (2.18) and j(t) by the equation of Corollary 59, then 
H,(f) is satisfied and the above representation for x(t) is valid. If one takes, 
say, a,,, == 2 -+ sin(log m), pill = 0, it is evident from (2.18) and the formula 
for ml(t) that sr! is an elliptical annulus. 
The analog of Theorem 5a for (2.24) is 
THEOREM 5c. Let A(t) satisfy &(A, n) and 
&W = @I ,a**, &A (2.55) 
1 
03 
m, = - epiAktt dA(t) # 0 (1 < k < 4, (2.56) 
--m 
and Zetf(t) satisfy H.Jf, n). Let x(t) E a(- co, ~0) n L”(- co, co) be a solu- 
tion of (2.24) which satisfies (T). 
Then (2.46) holds on - a3 < t < co, with lim,,, T(t) = 0. 
In the case of the Volterra equation 
s t 4t - E) d45) = f(t) (0 dt -=I a), 0 
one has 
(2.57) 
COROLLARY 5c. Let A(t) satisfy H,(A), (2.48), 
I m eciAt dA(t) = 0 if and only if x = h, ,...) A, , (2.58) 0 
and m, # 0 (1 < k < n), where mk is defined by (2.50). Let f(t) satisfy H,(f) 
and (2.51). 
If x(t) E @O, co) n Lm(O, co) satisfies (T) and (2.57), then (2.46) holds on 
[0, co) with lim,,, q(t) = 0 and 
[f(t) -f (a>1 dt (1 <k < n). (2.59) 
Theorem 5c implies 
THEOREM 5b. Let A(t) satisfy &(A, n), S,(A) = (A, ,..., A,} and (2.56), 
and let f(t) satisfy H3(f, n). Let x(t) E S(- co, a) n L”(- co, co) be a 
solution of (2.23) which satisfies (T). 
Then 
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x(t) = l ft’~~a, + il yheiAkt + T(t) (- 03 < t -c a), (2.60) 
where 
In the case of the Volterra equation 
x(t) + j: x(t - 5) d4E) =f(t) (0 < t < co>, (2.61) 
(2.60) holds on 0 < t < 00 and the yk are given by (2.59); we omit the explicit 
statement. 
The special case of Theorem 5b in which 1z = 1, A, = 0 is essentially due 
to Karlin [17], who considered the “renewal equation” 
x(t) - jm x(t - ) dW) =.f(t> (- 00 <t < co), (2.62) --m 
and partially motivates the methods used in Theorems 5a, 5b, 5c. Karlin’s 
form of the renewal theorem is 
THEOREM 6b. Let G be a nonarithmetic probability distribution with 
let 
i 
m j t / dG(t) < co, m= 
J’ 
m t dG(t) # 0, (2.63) 
--m --m 
f(t) ELl(- co, a), (2.64) 
and let x(t) E a!( - co, 03) be a bounded solution of (2.62). 
Then for every q(t) E Ll(- co, oo), the Zimits 
x * q( f co) = lim 
s f’zt-2 --m x(t - t) q(t) d5 
(2.65) 
exist and satisfy 
x * q(a) - x * q(- co) = -p(O) $(O). (2.66) 
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If aZsof(f) -+ 0 (t -+ i- “c) and G has an absolutely continuous component, 
then 
x(& co) = hnm x(t) (2.67) 
exist and 
x(00) - x(- co) = ; li: f(~) d7. 
--m 
(2.68) 
Of course, by “probability distribution” is meant a function 
G(t) E NBV( - co, co) which is nondecreasing and such that G( co) = 1. 
G(t) is “arithmetic” if all its points of increase are among 0, f h, & 2h,... 
for some X > 0, and G(t) is said to have an absolutely continuous component 
if G = Gr + G, where G, is absolutely continuous and 
V(G, , co) = 1 - v(G, , co) > 0. 
Other forms of the renewal theorem are discussed in Feller [6] and 
Smith [39]; note from Ref. [6, pp. 349, 3681 that the hypothesis that G(t) 
have an absolutely continuous component may be dropped in Theorem 6b, 
at the expense of an additional restriction onf(t) (i.e., thatf(t) be “directly 
Riemann integrable” on (- co, co)). 
We remark that if instead of (2.64),f(t) is assumed to be of constant sign 
on (- co, co), then it is easy to deduce, from (11.8) below, that 
f(t) ELI(- co, co). This observation has been thoroughly developed by 
Es&n [5]. 
The following lemma, whose proof is a matter of simple substitution, is 
concerned with the relation of the Volterra Eq. (1.2) to (E,). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H,(g), H,(A), and H,(f) hold and let 
x(t) E LAC[O, co) n Lm(O, a) 
sutisjy (1.2) a.e. on [0, co). Define 
J(t) = A(t), m =m +&m PA(a) - 4 +)I7 
n(t) = x(t) (0 < t < co) (2.69) 
A(t) = 0, a> = &W A(=)), a(t) = x(0) (-co<t<O). 
Then A(t) E NBV(- co, co), f(t) cLm(- co, oo), f(a) =f(oo), and 
f E LAC( - co, co) n L”( - co, co) satis$es 
s’(t) + f)(%t - E)) d-&f) =.f(t> u.e. on (- CQ, a). (2.70) 
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Lemma 2.2 simply states that the hypothesis of Theorem la is satisfied by 
A, f, and f. Thus, as indicated in Section 1, Theorem la applies to (1.2). The 
limit equation for (2.70) is obviously 
r’(t) + jm gty(t - 6)) d4n = f(a) (- co <t < co), --m 
which is the same as (1.6). In this sense the limit equation for (1.2) is (1.6) 
as stated in Section 1. The applicability to (1.2) of other (than Theorem la) 
results for (E&) is easily checked by examining the transformation formulas 
(2.69). 
Similarly, the following two lemmas relate (1.3) to (Eb) and (1.4) to (EC). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H,(g), H,(A), and H,(f) hold and let 
x(t) E qo, co) n L”(0, co) 
satisfy (1.3) on [0, w). DeJine A(t) and Z(t) us in (2.69) and define 
At> =fW + MW [4~) - 4 +I (0 < t < co), 
m = 40) + &m 4a) (-m<t<O). 
(2.71) 
Then A(t) E NBV(- CO, co), f(t) EL”(- ~0, co), f(m) =f(a) and 
satisfies 
a(t) E 5?(- 00, CO) n L”(- CO, 00) 
a(t) + Irn g(a(t - 5)) da(t) =f(t) 
--oD 
(- co < t < 00). (2.72) 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H,(A) and H,(f) hold and let x(t) E B[O, 00) n L”(0, co) 
satisfr (1.4) on [0, CO). Dejne A(t),J(t), and 5(t) as in (2.69). 
Then A(t), f(t), n(t) satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 except that 
n(t - t) dA(5) =f(t) (- 00 < t < CQ). (2.73) 
The limit equations for (2.72) and (2.73) are seen to be (1.7) and (IX), 
respectively. 
The assertions of Section 1 relating (1.12) and (1.13) to (E&) are established 
in the following two lemmas. 
409/37/W 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let H,(g), H,(f), A(t) E NBV[O, L], and w(t) E C[- L, 0] 
hold and let 
x(t) E C[- L, CO) n LAC[O, CO) n L”( - L, 00) 
satisfy (1.12) a.e. on [0, co) and x(t) = w(t) on -L .< t < 0. Define 
4t, = A(L), At> = f (t>, L?(t) = x(t) (L < t < c0) 
A(t) = A(t), m =f P> + jet L1 k(e9) - ‘?(4 - m> WC-h 
2(t) = x(t) ‘(O<t<L) 
2(t) = 0, f(t) = g(w(0)) A(L), a(t) = x(0) = w(0) (- 00 < t < 0). 
Then the conclusion of Lemma 2.2, including (2.70), holds here. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H,(g), H,(A), H.Jf), and w(t) E C(- co, 0] n L”( - co, 0) 
hold and let 
x(t) E C(- CO, OS) n LAC[O, CO) n L”(- CO, CO) 
satisfy (1.13) a.e. on [0, co) and x(t) = w(t) on - co < t < 0. Define 
44 = A(t), f(t) =f(t) + j,, 
m 
) k+(‘W - g(4t - ON d43, 
n(t) = x(t) (0 < t < co) 
A”t) = 0, J(t) = &J(O)) A(oo), x”(t) = x(0) = w(0) (- co < t < 0). 
Then the conclusion of Lemma 2.2, including (2.70), holds here. 
Theorem 7a treats a very simple and often discussed case of (E,) in which 
g(x) need not be linear and in which all functions are real-valued. Special 
cases of this result are well known (see, e.g., Hale [l 11, Miller [31], and 
Volterra [41]): 
49 = A,(t) + A2(t) (- co < t < co) 
H&Q A,(t) = 0 (- co < t < 0), A,(t) = p1 > 0 (0 < t < co) 
A,(t) E NBV(- co, co), JW 7 @J) = P2 < Pl . 
Observe that H,(A) implies 
A(m)>pl-p2>0. (2.74) 
It is assumed that HI(f) is satisfied. 
g6 q-a, co>, g is either strictly increasing or decreasing 
H,(g): 
and there exists c such that g(c)A( oo) = f( CQ). 
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THEOREM 7a. Let Ha(g), H,(A) und Hr(f) hold and let 
x(t) E LAC( - CO, 00) n Lm( - CO, CO) 
satisfy (Ea) a.e. 011 (- co, co). Then 
lim x(t) = c, 
*+a 
lim[ess sup 1 X’(T)/] = 0. 
t-tm t<T<m 
(2.75) 
Roughly speaking, the hypothesis causes the principal contribution of the 
integral term in (Ea) to occur at 5 = 0, so that (E,) is acting much like an 
ordinary differential equation. 
The proof is an application of Theorem la. One shows that I’, consists 
only of the constant function y(t) = c. A weaker (because of additional 
smoothness assumptions) form of Theorem 7a may be obtained without 
employing Theorem la and (E,*). 
THEOREM 79. Suppose, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 7a, that 
x’(t) exists for each t and that (Ea) is satisjed on (- CO, co). Then 
!+z x(t) = c, V+% x’(t) = 0. (2.76) 
The additional hypothesis can, of course, be guaranteed by assuming that 
f (4 E C(- a, a). 
Theorem 76 treats an analogous situation for (Eb): 
H,(g): g E q- a, a>, 
there exists c such that 
c + AC> A(m) = f (co>, XMX + 4 - id4 2 0 (x # 0). 
THEOREM 76. Let H,(g), H,(A) (pi = pz is now permitted), and HI(f) 
hold and let 
x(t) E 5iY( - CO, CO) n L”( - CO, ~9) 
satisfy (ED) on (- CO, m). Then 
;+Y x(t) = c. (2.77) 
The proof, given in Section 14, is direct, i.e., it does not employ Theorem 
lb. In order to employ Theorem lb, one would have to assume (T) which, 
in view of Theorem 76, is automatically satisfied in this case. 
We observe in passing that, when the operator S defined on L”(- CO, CO) 
by 
S(x) (4 = - j-a g(x(t - 5)) d&3 + f (t> -02 
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is a contraction, it is easy to deduce (2.77) for the solution x(t) EL%( - ‘co, a) 
of (Eb). Simple conditions yielding such a result are: HI(f) and H,(A), with 
I gw - &2)I G k’ I Xl - x2 I (Xl T 32 E Ch 
where KV(A, 03) < 1. 
Theorem 8a considers the Volterra equation 
(0 < t < a), (2.78) 
with all functions real-valued and f(t) satisfying H,(f). 
a(t) E qo, a), 
f&(4: (- 1)” u(*)(t) > 0 (0 < t < co; h = 0, 1,2,3), 
40) > 0, tu(t) E Ll(0, al) 
f&9: 
g E q- a, co), there exists c such that 
g(c) jy 447 a = f(a), 4&e + 4 - &)I > 0 (x # 0). 
THEOREM 8a. Let H,(g), H5(a), and H,(f) hold and let 
x(t) E LAC[O, CO) n L”(O, CO) 
satisfy (2.78) a.e. on 0 < t < 00. Then (2.75) is satisjied. 
Lemma 2.2 applies here; in particular, the limit equation associated with 
(2.78) is 
y’(t) + jr g(y(t - 6)) 44 a = f(m) (- 02 < t < al). (2.78*) 
The proof of Theorem 8a is another application of Theorem la in which I’, 
is shown to consist of the single function y(t) 3 c. An argument of Liapounov 
function type is applied to (2.78*) to achieve this. 
Theorem 8Z is a consequence of Theorem 1 of Levin and Nohel [27]. It is 
stated here because of its relationship to Theorem 8a. 
f(t) E CIO, 00) n Cl(0, co) n L-(0, co), 
Ha(f): 
ljEf@) = f(m), 
liy%uup If WI < a, jm o If(t) -f(m)ldt < MJ 
f&k): 
g(x) sutisjies H,(g) and 
G(X) = j’ [g([ + c) - g(c)] dt satis$es G(x) -+ co, 
g(i) = O(G(x)) us IXI-+oO. 
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THEOREM 89. Let H,(g), H5(a), and f&(f) hoZd. The-n for each x,, there 
exists a solution x(t) of (2.78) on 0 < t < 00 such that x(0) = x0. Moreooer, 
(2.76) is satisfied. 
Thus Theorem 8a, at the expense of assuming both existence and bound- 
edness, requires much less off and g than does Theorem 81. The proof of 
Theorem 1 of Ref. [27] is direct in that (2.78*) is not involved; it also employs 
a Liapounov argument. While the Liapounov argument used here is related 
to the one used in Ref. [27], there are some essential differences. 
Since a little less than the full hypothesis of Theorem 8% is actually required 
to establish existence and boundedness (see [27] for details), Theorem 8a can 
be used to somewhat strengthen Theorem 8X Namely, one combines the 
existence and boundedness results of Theorem 1 of Ref. [27] with the limit 
results of Theorem 8a. 
Recently Hannsgen [13] has generalized Theorem 8% by replacing the 
alternating derivatives of H,(a) with a convexity assumption. 
Theorem 8b deals with the Volterra equation 
(0 < t < co) (2.79) 
with all functions real-valued. While the monotonicity assumptions on the 
kernels are similar in Theorems 8a and 8b, the proofs are completely different. 
a(t)E Cl[O, 00) nLl(0, a), 
(- 1)” u(k)(t) 2 0 (0 < t < co; K = 0, l), 
u(t) is not constant on any interval except, possibly, 
u(t) = 0 on t* < t < co for som t*. 
g E q- 0, a>, g is strictly increasing. 
THEOREM 8b. Let H,(g), He(u), and H,(f) hold and let x(t) EL”‘(O, co) 
satisfy (2.79) on 0 < t < co. Then Km,,, x(t) = c, where c is determined by 
c + g(c) 1; 43 dt = f Cm>. (2.80) 
Lemma 2.3 applies here; in particular, the limit equation for (2.79) is 
r(t) + f= g(y(t - 0) 45) df =f (a) (- 00 < t < co). (2.79*) 
0 
The proof of Theorem 8b is an application of Theorem lb in which I’, is 
shown to consist of only y(t) = c. Since the details of the proof overlap those 
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of Theorem 86, discussed below, we only sketch the necessary modifications 
in Section 16. Theorem 8b has already been stated, without proof, by 
Miller [30]. 
Theorem 86 was established in Levin [23]. It is stated here mainly for 
comparison with Theorem 8b. 
THEOREM 86. Let H,(g), Ha(a), and H5(f) hold. Then any solution x(t) 
of (2.79) on 0 < t < co (and a solution on this interval exists) satisfies (2.76) 
where c is determined by (2.80). 
Less than the full hypothesis of Theorem 86 is used in Ref. [23] to establish 
existence and boundedness. This observation enables one, with the aid of 
Theorem 8b, to obtain easily a stronger version of Theorem 86. 
In Section 17 we study nonconvolution equations of the form 
x’(t) +irn &(t - 0) 44, El = f(t) (- co <t < co) (2.81) 
-co 
x(t) + SW &(t - 0) 44, 5) = f(t) (- co < t < co), (2.82) 
--m 
which reduce to (EB) and (Eb), respectively, when A(t, k) = A([). 
We consider two distinct situations. In the first, there exists a limit function 
$+% 4, 5) = 45) (-- co < -5 < co), (2.83) 
so that, for large t, (2.81) and (2.82) look like (E,) and (Eb). In this case, with 
HI(f) assumed, the limit equations for (2.81) and (2.82) are, respectively, 
r’(t) + Jrn gb(t - 5)) dM5) =f(a) (- co <t < co) (2.81*) -m 
r(t) + Jym dy(t - 8) Wt3 = f(a) (- co <t < co). (2.82*) 
Under suitable assumptions, (2.83) and Theorems la and lb are shown to 
imply results (Theorems 9a and 9b) for (2.81) and (2.82). 
In the second situation, (2.83) is not assumed. Here nonconvolution Vol- 
terra equations are considered. In particular, a result of Levin [24] for (2.81) 
and a new result for (2.82) are shown to overlap Theorems 9a and 9b. Exam- 
ples are given, however, which illustrate the essential differences between the 
two types of results. 
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Theorems 10a and lla of Section 18 extend Theorems la and 3a to systems 
of the form 
The discussion in Section 18 makes evident how one obtains analogous 
extensions of Theorems lb, Ic, 3b and 3c. 
In Section 19 we consider 
x(“)(t) +“2 Srn g@‘(t - 5)) &I,(,$ =f(t) (- co < t < 00) (2.85) 
j=o --m 
and discuss, as an example, the scalar equation 
under hypotheses related to those of Volterra [40]. Even for the ordinary 
differential equation 
v-1 
x(")(t) + c qx'"(t) = f(t) (0 < t < a), 
j=o 
which is a special case of (2.85), our method yields some interesting 
information. 
The problem for (Ea) considered in Theorem la may be regarded as a 
special case of the problem of studying the behavior of the bounded solutions 
of 
where Hr(f) holds and g(x, t), A(t, f), and w(t) are all periodic in t of the 
same period. In Theorem 14a of Section 20, which considers systems of the 
form (2.86) this is made precise. It will be clear from the discussion how 
analogs for (Et,) and (EC) may be obtained. (It should be noted that the non- 
convolution problems of Section 17 are of a type quite different than (2.86) 
or those implicit in Section 21. However, the material of Sections 20 and 21 
can be used to generalize the results of 17.) 
In Section 21 general functional systems are considered. These serve the 
purpose of both abstracting the essential ingredients of Theorems la, lb, 
and lc, and also generalizing them. 
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3. Two PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
A fair portion of the proofs of Theorems la, lb and Ic rest on some rather 
involved but not difficult constructions which have nothing to do with 
integral equations. We separate these constructions from the rest of the proofs 
in Lemma 3.1. The main task of the proofs of Theorems la, lb, and lc 
will then be to verify hypothesis (3.1) of Lemma 3.1. This verification will 
depend on the particular equation being studied. 
Lemma 3.2 below plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 1 b. It is through 
this lemma that (T) enters into Theorems lb and lc. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x(t), defined on (- co, oc)), satisfy lim supt+, 1 x(t)/ -=c 00 
and let r be a collection of functions deJined on (- CO, a~) such that 
-y<m I r(t)1 < ca for each y E r. 
Let 
F+i $$ LIt~qgd lx(t) - rWl1 = 0 for each d > 0. (3.1) 
Then there exist y*(t) E r (m = 1,2,...) and sequences {tm} and {em} of real 
numbers with 
such that 
t, - t,-, - co, ~~$0 (m--+a> (3.2) 
t,_2~t~2,+2 I x(t) - mTn(t)l -=I % sup (m = 3, 4,...). (3.3) 
Moreover, there exists a #-sequence, {#,Jt)}, associated with {t,,,} such that 




y-2 7](t) = 0. (3.5) 
ci’ = ~$,t~;&j I 49 - Y(t)11 (j = 1, 2 ,...; m = 2j, 2j + l,... ). 
Then (3.1) implies 
lim ~2’ = 0 m-+m (j = 1, 2,...). 
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Hence, there exist sequences of positive integers {mj} and (nj} such that 
E$ <; for m 2 w, mi > 2j, mj+l = mi + jni (j = 1, 2,...). 
Define 
by 
d, = 2j, 
G4XLnl and kJLn, 
C,,, = $ for mi < m < mj+l (j = 1, 2,...). 
Then for mi < m < mj+l (j > 1) one has 
Hence, there exists a sequence {~ln(t)}~~m, C r such that 
p-y&, I w - 3mw -=c Gn (m 2 ml), 
where 
4n t ~0, Z,JO as m+ co. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Next let /I(t) E Cm[O, l] satisfy 
B(O) = 1, B(1) = 0, B’(t) < 0 (0 =G t < 1)s (3.8) 
pi’(o) = p’(l) = 0 (j = 1, 2,...). 
Define a sequence B of positive integers by 
B = (ml , ml + 1, ml + 2 ,..., ml + nl = m2 , m2 + 2, m2 + 4 ,..., m2 + 2s 
= ma ,..., mj , mj + j, mj + 2j ,..., mj + n* j = mj+l ,... ). 
Define G,k,$)>GL, , where $m(t) E P(- co, co), by 
$,,Jt) = 0 if rn# B, 
(t G ml> 
(ml < t < ml + 1) 
(ml + 1 d t), 
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forj> 1 
i 
0 (t < mj - j + l) 
1 - p I& (t - [q -j + ll)/ (Vz-jfl <t<??Q) 
L,(t) = 
I 
B if (t - m,)/ (q<ttq +j> 
0 (q +j<t>, 
and for 1 < k < nj 
9Lnj+am 
(t < mj + (k - l>j> 
1 --Pi+-(t-[ml+@-l)j])/ (mj+(k--l)j,(t<mi+kj) 
I$ (t - h + 41)/ (mj + kj d t < q + (k + 1) j) 
(mj + (k + 1) j < t). 
Relabel the sequences t$m(t>>m.B, UmWmoB, and &,Jnze~ as 19,(%?L. 
bdt)>EL , and bXL , respectively. Thus let p = p(m) map the positive 
integers one-to-one onto B so that the natural order is preserved. Then 
CL(~) = ml y CL(~) = ml + 1 ,..., CL@, + 1) = m2 , 
CL@, + 2) = m2 + L. 
YlW = A&), Y2W = Llfl(%..~ Yn,+1P) = 5&)>... * 
Define t, = p(m), so that {tm}& = B and 
t, < t, < -** , lim(t, - tmel) = Go. m-m 
It is easily seen from the preceding definitions that (&Jt)} is a $-sequence 
associated with {tm}, i.e., (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are satisfied. It is also readily 
seen from (3.6) and the preceding that (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied. 
Define 
T(t) = x(t) - f 1Cl?&)Y& (- 00 <t < co). 
WZ==l 
Then (2.1) implies 
rl(t) = 2 &7L(t> w - Ym(tll (- co <t < co). 
W&=1 
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Hence, for t, < t < tk+l one has 
T(t) = #k(t) [x(t) - r&>l + h+lw MO - rk+&>l~ 
so that 
which obviously implies (3.5) and completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x(t) EL~(- co, co) satisfy (T) and let {si} be a sequence 
such that lim 
such that 
3+m sj = co. Then there exist a subsequence (sjv} and a function y(t) 
lim{ sup 1 x(t + sj,) - y(t)l} = 0 for every d > 0 
v-)m ItlGd 
(3.9) 
y(t) E CA- 00, a), II Y llm G II x I/m * (3.10) 
Proof. Define 
Clearly, 
x,(t) = m 
s 
t+1p 
x(f) dt (m = 1, 2,...). (3.11) 
t 
I x&) - ~&>I d 2m II x llco I tz - tl I , 
II % Ilo2 d II x I/m (m = 1, 2,...). 
(3.12) 
Thus x,(t) E C,(- 03, co) n L”( - co, co), which implies that, for each m, 
the sequence (x,,Jt + si)}P1 is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on 
(- co, co). By the Ascoli-Arzell lemma and an obvious diagonalization 
argument there exist a subsequence {xl(t + s~,(~))}~~ of {xl(t + sj)}G1 and a 
function yl(t) such that 
f+zf,;Jd I Xl@ + S&b)) - Yl(t)l) = 0 for every d > 0. 
This with (3.12) and the triangle inequality clearly implies 
I YlW -Y&J < 2 II x llm I t, - 62 I
and hence 
Yl(4 E Cu(- 00, co>, II Yl IL < II Xl IL < II x l/m .
Repeating the argument, there exists a subsequence { ja(~)}~=~ of {j,(~)},“~ and 
a function yg(t) such that 
lim{,;yJd I %4t + %&) -YzW = 0 for every d > 0, 
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Continuing in the obvious way one sees that for each m there exists a sequence 
{jm(~)}~l , where {j,+,(~)>,“_~ is a subsequence of {j,(~)},“_~ , and a function 
y,(t) such that 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Define the diagonal sequence {a,} by 
av = sjv(v) (v = 1, 2,...). 
Clearly (3.13) implies 
for every d > 0 (m = 1, 2,...). 
(3.15) 
WI) = liy+yP I ~0 + 4 - 4Ol (-cc<<<aIJ). (3.16) 
Clearly, (T) implies 
ii-g II(?)) = 0. (3.17) 
We now show 
I Y& + 7) - YmW G WI) (m = 1,2 ,...; - cc < t, r) < aI). (3.18) 
From (3.11) it follows that 
X& + 71 + 4 - x,(t + 4 = m /Tim [x(6 + rl + 0,) - ~(6 + u,)] d-t. 
Let l > 0 be given, and fix t, 7, and m. From (3.16) there exists u,, = ~~(6) 
such that 
I 4c + rl + 4 - 4t + U”)l e WI) + E ( t<l,ct+l m ,V>,% . > 
Hence by (3.11) 
I %n(t + rl + 4 - Gz(t + 4 < w?) + 6 (v 2 4, 
which together with (3.15) implies 
I YmO + 17) - Y&)I < WI) + E* 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, (3.18) holds. 
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From (3.14), (3.17), and (3.18) it follows that the sequence {y,(t)} is 
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on (- co, a). Hence, there exist 
a subsequence {ym,(t)} of {ym(t)> and a function y(t) such that 
pJ=& I Yw&) - YWl> = 0 for every d > 0 
(3.19) 
y(t) E q- a, @J), IIY Ilm G II * l/co * 
Assertion (3.9) can now be established. Let E > 0 and d > 0 be given. 
Clearly (T) implies that there exist or = ~~(6, d) and K, = kl(e, d) such that 
I x(t + 0,) - x(5)1 < E if t+u”~w+o”+~, 
ltl Gd, ” b VI, k > k, . 
Hence 
I X(t + uv) - X,,(t + %)I = mk / ,::;+l”n’ [x(t + ‘J,) - X(t)] d5 1 < 6, 
that is, 
I x(t + 4 - h,(t + 41 < E if Itl 94 v 3 VI, k > k, . 
(3.20) 
From (3.19) it is obvious that there exists k, = kZ(c, d) > k, such that 
I r&) - r(t)1 G c if I t I <4 k > k, . (3.21) 
From (3.15) one has that there exists va = v~(E, d) 3 vi such that 
I xmEa(t + 4 - h,,(t)1 < E if ltl G4 v 2 “2. (3.22) 
It follows from (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) that 
I x(t + a,> - r(t)1 < 3~ if I t I < 4 v > v2. (3.23) 
Clearly (3.23) establishes (3.9) ( w h ere the sequence {sj > of (3.9) is taken to be 
{a,}) and, since the second line of (3.19) is (3.10), completes the proof. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM la 
Assume for the moment that T, # g. We assert that 
~+~w-[,~y~d I w - YWII) = 0 for every d > 0. (4.1) 
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Suppose not. Then there exist da > 0, S > 0, and a sequence {sj}, where 
limj,, sj = CO, such that 
, t~;~do I w - Y(O > 6 forj = 1, 2,... and ally(t) E r, . (4.2) 
From (E,) and the hypothesis it is evident that /I x’ IjW < co. The latter, 
together with x(t) E LAC( - CO, CO), implies that x(t) E C,( - co, co). From 
x(t) E C,(- 00, co) n L”(- co, oz) it follows that {x(t + si)} is an equi- 
continuous and uniformly bounded sequence on (- co, CO). The Ascoli- 
ArzelP lemma and an obvious diagonalization argument imply that there exist 
a subsequence (x(t + sjy)} of {x(t + Q)} and a function y(t) such that 
for every d > 0. (4.3) 
Clearly (4.3) now implies that y(t) E C,(- co, co) n L”(- co, co), 
II Y IL < II x IL , and, of course, 
;+$ x(t + Si”) = r(t) (- co <t < co). (4.4) 
Since (Ert) implies 
x’(t + siv) = - j-m g(x(t + sj, - 6)) d45) +f(t + siv) -cc 
a.e. on (- oc), oo), 
one has from II x(t + sj ) II,,, = II x Ilm < 00, (4.4), the hypothesis, and the 
Lebesgue bounded convkgence theorem that 
?$j x’(t + %y) = -]a g(y(t - 5)) Wf) + f(m) a.e. on (- co, co). --co 
(4.5) 
Since II x’(t + ss)llW = II ~‘(t)li~ < co, it follows from 
x(t + sj,) - x(sjv) = It X’(T + sj,) dT 
0 
together with (4.4), (4.5), and the Lebesgue theorem that 
YW -Y(O) = J: I- JYrn dY(T - ‘3) d&3 +fw/ dT- 
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Hence 
r’(t) + /ya dy(t - 5)) wL3 = f(m) (- 00 <t < co). (4.6) 
Thus y satisfies (E,*) and y E C,l(- CX), 00) so that y E r, . 
From (4.3) one has 
for some N. Hence 
SUP 
I t-sjyKdo 
I x(t) -At - $")I < 6 (v 2 N). (4.7) 
It is obvious that I’, is translation invariant so that y(t - sj ) E r, . Thus 
(4.2) and (4.7) are incompatible and (4.1) is established if I’, f 0. However, 
if {sj} is any sequence such that lim. 3-W sj = 00, then it is easily seen that the 
argument of the second and third paragraphs of this proof also prove that 
r, $; @ This completes the proof of (4.1). 
It follows from (4.1) and Lemma 3.1 (with r, playing the role of r in 
Lemma 3.1) that there exist sequences {m(t)}, {Q, (c,}, and {&(t)}, where 
Y&> E ra and +h&)> is a @sequence, which satisfy (2.5), (2.6), (2.8), and 
(2.9). It is evident from (2.8) and the preceding that v(t), y’(t) eLm(- co, co). 
Thus to complete the proof, one has only to establish (2.7) and (2.10). 
Since 11 ym ljlu < II X, II < 00 and g E C(C), there exists a constant K < co 
such that 
I &WI G K, Ig(ym(t))l < K (m = 1, 2 ,...; - 03 < t < co). (4.8) 
Define 
Pm = ,r,Jj& I da - &)I (m = 1, 2,...). (4.9) 
IP~I~llx!lm 
From (E8) and (E,*) one has a.e. 
x’(t) - ym’(t) = lS~-a.tt,+21 + S~t-t,+,.t-l,,l  L ,, m,t 
. MY& - 5)) - gw - EN1 d&7 +“w> -f(a) 
= 4(t) + h?(t) + W) + f(t) -f(a)- 
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Thus a.e. on t,-, < t < t,+r , (4.8) and (4.9) imply 
By increasing E, if necessary, but retaining E, 4 0 as m -+ 00, we note 
that (4.10) establishes (2.7). From (2.1) and (2.8) it is clear that a.e. on 
t, < t < t?c,, 
rl’(t) = h(t) b’(t) - rkwl + h+&) [x’(t) - Y;e+&)l 
-k AYt) w - rm + &x+1(4 w - Y!s+&>l, 
which together with (2.2), (2.6), and (2.7) implies (2.10). 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREM lb AND LEMMA 2.1 
We first consider Theorem lb. In analogy with the proof of Theorem la 
we assume for the moment that I’,, # 0 and show that 
~fir;t$p& I 49 - r(t)ll) = 0 for every d > 0. (5.1) 
Suppose not. Then there exist do > 0, 6 > 0, and a sequence (sj}, where 
lim!,, sj = co, such that 
for j = 1, 2,... and all y(t) E r, . (5.2) 
From Lemma 3.2 it follows that there exist a subsequence {x(t + sjy>} 
of (x(t + sj)> and a function y(t) such that 
for every d > 0 (5.3) 
y(t) E G- a> a>, II Y Ilm d II x IL * (5.4) 
In particular, 
& x(t + Si,) = r(t) (- 00 < t < co). (5.5) 
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Since 
it follows immediately from (5.5), the hypothesis, and the Lebesgue conver- 
gence theorem that 
y(t) + im g(y(t - 5)) qf9 =f(a>* (5.6) 
J --m 
Clearly (5.4) and (5.6) imply that Y(t) E r, . 
From (5.3) it follows that 
sup I x(t + Si,) - r(t)1 < s 
ItI=& 
for some N. Hence 
sup 
I t-Sj,lG& 
I x(t) - y(t - Sj”)I < 6 
(v 3 w 
(v 3 NJ. (5.7) 
Since r, is translation invariant, y(t - sj ) E I’, . Therefore, (5.7) contradicts 
(5.2), and (5.1) is established. The p&of is completed by appealing to 
Lemma 3.1, with r, now playing the role of r. (As in the proof of Theorem 1 a, 
the fact that r,, # 8 also follows from the above argument.) 
Proof ofLemma 2.1. By (2.15) 
j- x(t - 7) dA(T) + jm dA(T) jm x(t - 7 - f) CIA(f) = f * A(t), -cc -a3 -co 
i.e., 
x(t) = f (t) -f* A(t) + x * B,(t) + x * &+(t), 
where B, = A, + A + A, * A, is absolutely continuous since A, is, and 
At* = A, * A, . Iterating (2.15) with itself n times leads in the same way to 
x(t) = f (t) + f * Cm(t) + .x * B,(t) + x * A~*(~)> 
where B, is absolutely continuous on (- co, co), C, E NBV(- co, CL)), and 
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Ai* denotes the n-fold convolution of A, with itself. Sincef( m) exists so does 
f * C,(m), and thus 
liF_sup 1 x(t -I- 7) - -r(t), 
q-,0 
< lintl_%up 
s = / k’(t + 7 - E) - B,‘(t - E)l I x(5)1 dt q-0 -Oz 
= 2 II x I/m v”, 
where v = V(A, , CO) < 1 by hypothesis. Since n is arbitrary, we deduce 
that x(t) satisfies (T). 
